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Kanye West, celebrity status and the
resurgence of African American

anti-semitisim

In October 2022, American celebrity rapper Kanye West made a post on his otherwise

inactive Twitter account after being blocked by Instagram for accusing another rapper of

being controlled by Jews, stating that he was going to “death con 3 on Jewish people” and

that he can’t be anti-semitic because “black people are actually Jew”, in his words. While he

would continue making anti-semitic statements in response to the backlash towards his

statements, eventually losing a coveted Adidas partnership which marked a major hit to

West’s reputation, the scandalous remarks he made sparked worldwide concern in the Jewish

community over the rising tide of anti-semitism, especially in cases where major public

figures such as Kanye West agreed and promoted such hatred. While this is indeed a

legitimate concern for Jews and non-Jews alike, the Kanye West scandal doesn’t raise the

question of whether anti-semitism is becoming worse. Rather, it raises the question of how

anti-semitism can be combated in an age where celebrities who spout such views can push

their anti-semitic messages via social media to millions of people with an efficiency that is

unparalleled not only in the history of anti-semitism, but modern civilisation.

Though anti-semitism has become increasingly condemned among figures of public interest

such as celebrities, anti-semitism has persisted as it always has among celebrities and their

fans alike, just as it has for thousands of years. The question, therefore, isn’t whether or not

anti-semitism among celebrities is tolerable at all, but whether or not a certain level or type of

celebrity status can allow A-list celebrities, such as those including Kanye West, Mel Brooks,
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or Donald Trump, to escape with relatively minimal consequences, or regardless of

consequence to themselves more effectively incite anti-semitic violence.

With that being said, such aforementioned examples are indicative of an important factor in

understanding the tolerance of celebrity anti-semitism: the celebrity’s context for

anti-semitism and cultural factors that influence their anti-semitic views. Though Donald

Trump, Mel Brooks, and Kanye West have expressed explicitly anti-semitic views publicly,

all come from different contexts. Donald Trump is a celebrity businessman turned politician

with neo-Nazi family roots, Mel Gibson is a known conspiracy theorist who identifies as a

Christian ultraconservative, and Kanye West is a rapper and reality TV star who is an open

supporter of Hitler, self-identified Nazi and has denied both the holocaust and slavery, once

stating it sounded “like a choice” (Lee and Beaumont 2018). These different contexts and

personal backgrounds are key to differentiating, and therefore more effectively combating

anti-semitism among celebrities.

In understanding these rhetorical differences, we can begin to dissect and understand that Mel

Gibson’s anti-semitic views, which are largely influenced by the Jewish deicide theory given

Gibson’s strong Catholic faith and socially conservative views, are vastly different to those of

Kanye West, who has demonstrated he holds anti-semitic beliefs reinforced in the community

by certain black Hebrew Israelite groups that maintain they are the true descendants of the 12

tribes of Israel. In following this line of thinking, such groups argue the modern-day

Ashkenazi Jewish race are white imposters who have stolen their black Jewish heritage. This

historical revisionism has been recognised by the Anti-Defamation League as a form of black

separatism, given that for the sake of their rhetoric, these black Hebrew Israelite groups
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bundle Ashkenazi Jews, gentile Europeans, and others that don’t conform to their ideology

into one group of oppressors that they must enslave or kill (Janik 2019).

While discussing that celebrities who espouse these views are more harmful than most who

espouse these views, we have to consider the role of social media as an echo chamber.

Though Twitter, on which many of Kanye’s anti-semitic statements were posted did

ultimately step in as a moderator and remove his tweets and eventually his account, there are

clear examples of his words fueling increased hate. The Anti-Defamation League gives

examples of prominent black extremists, such as a social media influencer associated with the

Nation of Islam group, Rizza Islam, penned a Twitter post that claimed that Twitter banning

Kanye West shows that those in charge of Twitter are Jews, and that in doing so they are “the

same ones who were involved in the enslavement of our people” (Center on Extremism

2022). Not only does this demonstrate how anti-semitic statements from major celebrities can

fuel increased extremist rhetoric across the political spectrum, but could fuel wider racial

conflict within countries like the United States, given the complex relationship between

African Americans and European Americans, be they gentile or Jewish.

Although the anti-semitic threat to Jews in the 20th century came primarily from gentile

Europeans and European Americans, the stances of celebrities such as Kanye West whose

cultural backgrounds create a route to anti-semitism other than through white supremacy is a

demonstrably perilous issue. By reacting to anti-semitic statements by celebrities with large

platforms to spread their ideas with debate over its tolerability rather than uniform rejection,

we enable novel or resurging anti-semitic schools of thought which could very easily lead to

a tipping point in the racial tensions of countries with Jewish minorities. In the American

context, the resurgence of black anti-semitism that Kanye West has helped fuel creates a
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situation in which the Jewish minority is further attacked by other minorities, which not only

weakens the voices of minority groups of all types in society, but allows the minority to

maintain a socio-cultural hegemony in places like America by sowing turmoil between

minority groups, and ultimately, indirectly labeling the Jews as scapegoats in doing so, at

which point we have already begun to repeat a very dangerous history that Jews have had to

endure time and time again.
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